Cosmetics for Eyes

| Concealer | Eye brow pencil | Eye shadow | Eyeliner | mascara |

How to makeup eyes:

1. Start with a concealer to hide dark circles or pigmentation around the eyes.
2. Then you use an eyebrow pencil.
3. Choose an eye shadow colour. Make sure it matches your dress and skin colour. The eye shadow should be used above the eyes. The brush should be used over the eyelids and then you should use your fingers to finish it.
4. Then use eyeliner. Be careful, because if you make a mistake you will have to start again.
5. Shake the bottle of mascara before you use it. It should be used from the root of the eye lashes to the very tip, on both the top and bottom eye lashes.

How to tell a client/friend what you are going to use:

Example: I am now going to use a concealer

Now practice for an eyebrow pencil and an eye shadow colour

Notice the articles in:
I am going to use eyeliner / I am going to use mascara